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Introduction

Monte Carlo simulations for a photon transport problem
involve the probabilistic calculation of location of a
charged or an uncharged particle in some point of time for
a given finite cross section area. For the highly
complicated scientific calculations, at the moment, there
are only two computation techniques that are used,
standard personal computer based cluster computing and
special purpose supercomputing. There have been many
advances in the field of cluster computing which have
made the Monte Carlo simulations possible at a
reasonably faster speed. It has also become a standard
solution for scientific calculations. However, cluster
computing can also cannot match the speed of special
purpose supercomputing systems for such kind of
scientific calculations. Also, cluster computers are large
enough and expensive. Monte Carlo simulations have
been used in many real time applications such as
photodynamic radiation therapy [6], monitoring of nuclear
reactors to solve various physical problems. Monte Carlo
simulations of photon propagation offer a very stable but
rigorous approach for the photon transport problem in
targeted cross sections for example, cancer causing
tissues.
This project aimed at the Design and implementation of
the Monte Carlo method and also verification and
synthesis. The designs are implemented keeping in mind
the future work to implement it on FPGA.
Design Flow
The figure below shows the flow chart of the Monte Carlo Photon
transport problem, on which the design is based. The components of the
design are listed below

Implementation
The Random Number Generators are the cor of a Monte Carlo
Simulation. The Algorithm used to implement is the Mersenne twister
algorithm, Period - Mersenne prime value 219937-1
Interpolation data was obtained from the National Data Library. The
design was implemented in the form of a lookup table, to speed up the
process. Depending upon the energy, the cross section data is stored n
to the on chip memory and then accessed from the memory when
required.
The figures below show the complex calculation circuits that were
implemented and verified. The designs were made synthesizable and
designed to be ready to be downloaded on an FPGA. The future work
includes implementation on FPGA and creating more real time Monte
Carlo Problems.
Step Size Calculation

• Capacitance versus Voltage (C-V): A plot of the
capacitance versus voltage will be used to extract the VFB,
VT, tox, and Qss parameters.
Results
Interpolation data obtained from National Data Library was of three types
as shown, Photoionization, Incoherent and Coherent scattering. The
output graphs for the data is shown below.

Summary

Position Update and Direction cosines.

• Verification Results:
The design was successfully verified. The images below show the
results of the RTL level verification of the different blocks in the design.

Control Unit and Weight Update

Monte Carlo Top level for future work
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• Step Size
When a photon beam is incident
upon a medium, for this project
which is Aluminum, it can scatter
over any path. If a photon is
considered, initially the position of
the photon is origin. The step size
of a photon is calculated as,
Where numerator is the natural
log of a random number and
denominator is the cross section
data.
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• Position update and Direction cosines
Calculates the current position of the
photon. Use of Cartesian co-ordinates (x,
y, z). Position is updated based on

Where, µx, µy, and µz are the direction
cosines. And direction cosines are
calculated based on

The position update and direction
cosines block work in a cyclic
fashion. Input of direction cosines
comes from position update block
and vice versa.
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Random Number Generator
Interpolation
Step Size calculation
Position Update
Direction Cosines
Weight Update
Control Unit
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The Monte Carlo Simulation of Photon transport design was
successfully implemented, synthesized and verified. The future
work of this project involves downloading the design on an Altera
De2-115 board, and more optimizations can be made based on real
time applications. A Monte Carlo application can be developed that
can be used as a hardware accelerator to speed up the operation.
The speed that can be obtained from this will be more than any
software only approach to implement the Monte Carlo simulation.
The speed comparison can be effectively made between the
hardware – software approach and Software only approach. Future
work also includes creating Monte Carlo problems and data which
can be similar to a real time Monte Carlo Problem.

• Weight Update
The Controller module contains the
weight update block, that updates
the weight of a photon since it loses
the weight at every interaction point.
Hence it needs to be updated. And it
is updated as,
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